
American Herding Breeds Association 

March 14, 2023 

8 a.m. 

{2 trials} · 

Judges: 

Nancy Obermark 

Gerald Sepich 

Herding Trial Dog-sheep (6 runs) ducks(6 runs) 

Ranch Large Flock (2 runs) 

Herding Capability Test (10 runs) 

Junior Herding Dog (10 runs) 

Contact: 

Nancy Obermark 

{901)268-7743 

Sheepdog922@aol.com 



American Herding Breeds Association 

March 15, 2023 

8 a.m. 

{2 trials} 

Judges: 

Nancy Obermark 

Gerald Sepich 

Herding Trial Dog-sheep (6 runs) ducks(6 runs) 

Ranch Large Flock (2 runs) 

Herding Capability Test (10 runs) 

Junior Herding Dog (10 runs) 

Contact: 

Nancy Obermark 

(901)268-7743 

Sheepdog922@aol.com 





RANCH LARGE FLOCK 1 

TAKE PEN (10 pts) 

Remove all sheep from Take Pen. Handler may help their dog. 

FETCH/DRIVE TO GATE #1 (20pts) 

Take all sheep at a fetch/drive across the sheep arena thru the markers and between tree 

/marker to Gate #1. Let all the sheep into the Front Pasture. 

GATHER (20pts) 

Leave dog at the gate while the handler may go within 15' of the sheep to send their dog to 

gather the sheep back to Gate #1. Let all sheep back into sheep arena. 

CHUTE (20pts) 

Handler may fetch/drive the sheep along the fence line and thru the chute set parallel to the 

arena fence line, back to the Take Pen. 

REPEN SHEEP (20pts) 

Repen all the sheep. Time ends with the closing of the Gate. 

Total Points 90pts. 



RANCH LARGE FLOCK 11 

TAKE PEN (10pts) 

Remove all the sheep from Take Pen. Handler may assist their dog. 

CROSS DRIVE TO GATE #1 (20pts) 

Cross drive all sheep thru the poles and between tree/pole to Gate #1. Handler may walk across 

from the sheep during the drive. Let all the sheep into the Front Pasture. 

GATHER (20pts) 

Leave dog at the gate while handler may go halfway to the sheep to send their dog to gather 

the sheep back to Gate #1. Drive all the sheep back into sheep arena. 

CHUTE (20pts) 

Handler has their dog drive the sheep along the fence line and thru the chute set parallel to the 

arena fence line, back to the Take Pen. Handler may walk across from the sheep on the drive. 

MARKER (10pts) 

Handler removes marker from pail and marks any one sheep. Replace the marker in pail. 

REPEN (20pts) 

Repen all the sheep. Time ends with the closing of the Gate. 

Total Points 100pts. 



RLF 111 

TAKE PEN {l0pts) 

Handler has dog remove entire flock from the Take Pen. 

CROSS DRIVE (20pts) 

Handler walks along the arena fence line while their dog cross drives the flock up 

the arena, between the markers, then between tree and marker towards Gate# 1 

where the handler opens the gate letting the flock into the Front Pasture. 

GATHER(20pts) 

Handler remains near Gate #1 while their dog is sent to gather the flock back to 

the gate. Let all the sheep back into the arena. 

CHUTE(20pts) 

Handler stays near Gate #1 while their dog drives the flock thru the chute. 

Handler may then walk down the fence line while their dog continues driving the 

flock to the Take Pen. 

MARKER(lOpts) 

Handler removes marker from pail and marks 1 sheep and returns marker to pail. 

REPEN(20pts) 

Pen the entire flock. 

TOTAL lOOpts 

Run Begins When Take Pen Gate Opens/Ends when repenned 

20 Minute Course Time 

Ties Broke By Higher Score/Second by Chute 




